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in HTML format.
Environmental Science Research Paper Topics
These contain either a complete study or a preliminary report, but in either case must contain
original and highly significant work whose interest to the Energy & Environmental Science
readership ...
Energy & Environmental Science
In the weekly seminars at the Indian Institute of Advance Studies, fellow Abhishek Kumar Yadav
read out a research paper on ‘Hindi Sahitya: Kahani aur upanayas’ by a tribal writer of Arunachal
Pradesh ...
Research paper by tribal writer
New research shows that the convenience of autonomous vehicles would likely come at an
environmental cost. A recent paper by researchers from the University of Wisconsin-Madison
addresses the use ...
The environmental trade-offs of autonomous vehicles
The study led by the CMCC Foundation Euro-Mediterranean Center on Climate Change (CMCC) and
recently published in Environmental Science and Policy facilitate the understanding by research ...
No good decisions without good data: Climate, policymaking, the critical role of science
“The trees [for paper] are actually grown as a crop,” says Gary M. Scott, a professor of paper and
bioproducts engineering at SUNY College of Environmental Science and Forestry. There’s a ...
Where does your paper come from? The good and the bad news.
Though we’re not geographically far away, sending each other mail was a nice way to remember
there are humans behind all the computer communication we had to fall back on.” The idea to start
a BEES ...
New Publication Celebrates the Intersection of the Arts and Sciences
Most sensible air travelers dread turbulence. A little atmospheric hiccup can shake airplanes, rattle
nerves and spill beverages. A ...
Turbulence gets eagles up to speed
Militaries around the world are under pressure to rapidly reduce their own outsized carbon
"bootprint" to help limit global heating — and future climate conflict.
Scorched earth: The climate impact of conflict
In a research paper published in Energy & Environmental Science, Hasan and his doctoral students
Manali Zantye and Akhil Arora examined the use of synergistic integration of renewables and ...
New framework incorporating renewables and flexible carbon capture
Conversations on conservation are extremely crucial, especially in a country like Sri Lanka, but
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many would argue that a sufficient number of conversations with the right persons do not take
place.
Conserving Horton Plains: Place science over instinct and politics
The project is open for one year, and involves whitepaper submissions and invitations for a select
number of companies to submit formal proposals.
Naval aviation asks industry for research in artificial intelligence (AI), cyber, and
hypersonic technologies
Update: This story has been updated to include responses from the research team behind the
paper. Climate change ... at their School of Earth and Environmental Science and the Mater
Research ...
An unexpected side effect of climate change? More stillbirths
Another option considered was publishing the paper under a different set of author names –
something that could have qualified as academic misconduct. The research, known as the Spending
to Save ...
Environment department tried to bury research that found huge underspend on
Australian threatened species
Because most environmental pressures come from ... biodiversity conservation has not been a
major research topic in behavioral science. Similarly, current research and practical efforts to ...
Adopting behavior change interventions can benefit conservation
In part two of a three-part series, we celebrate and honor recipients of the Innovation in Teaching
Award, one of three categories from the Provost’s Teaching Awards.
Faculty members lauded for use of innovative solutions
Outstanding research by CSU Monterey Bay students on topics ranging from bat foraging to visitor
... Dr. Sam Robinson • Bethany Schulze, environmental science, technology and policy, “Modeling
and ...
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